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Abstract

Radioluminescence measurements on preform and fiber amorphous silica specimens have been made in the temperature
Ž .interval 6 to 300 K and wavelength regime 300 to 800 nm. A typical spectrum consists of peaks at ;550 main band and

Ž .;650 secondary band nm, which are associated with self-trapped excitons and nonbridging oxygen hole centers of the
silica lattice, respectively. Radioluminescence from the main band decays with increasing temperature and becomes
undetectable in the 130 to 170 K range, consistent with the decay of self-trapped holes. Assuming the decrease in
radioluminescence with temperature to be due to quenching of self-trapped exciton radiatiÕe recombination, with a spread in

Ž . Ž . w 2 3xquenching barrier energy, we derive an expression of the form L T sL 0 r 1qATqBT qCT , which yields an
excellent fit to the experimental data. An observed time-dependent relaxation of radioluminescence is associated with the
enhancement of nonradiatiÕe recombination. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 78.60.yb; 78.66.Jg; 78.40.yq

1. Introduction

The application of fiber optic technology to sensors and
communications has led in recent years to significant

w xadvances in the quality of presently available fibers 1 .
One notable use of fiber optics is to transmit optical

Ž .signals ;400–700 nm from the relatively inaccessible
plasma region of a fusion reactor to external diagnostic

w x w x Žinstrumentation 2 . Studies carried out at JET 3 Joint
. w x ŽEuropean Torus and TFTR 4 Tokamak Fusion Test

.Reactor have shown that fibers subjected to neutrons and
g irradiation suffer not only long-term radiation damage,
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manifested as enhanced optical absorption, but also emit
Ž .radioluminescence RL and Cherenkov radiation during

exposure. Each of these radiation-induced effects alters
optical transmission, thereby complicating evaluation of

w xdiagnostic signals 5,6 . Consequently, they must be either
sufficiently ameliorated or properly characterized if the
fibers are to be useful. Because silica-based fibers are
candidate materials for diagnostic use in the proposed

Ž .International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor ITER
w x7 , which is presently being designed, it is important to
address these issues in a timely manner.

It is the general consensus that fibers comprised of
low-OH silica cores and F-doped silica cladding are the
best available materials for use in the harsh radiation

w xenvironments of fusion reactors 8 . Accordingly, we have
investigated the temperature dependence and relaxation of
RL from relevant silica specimens.

w xTanimura et al. 9 investigated luminescence from
Ž .amorphous silica a-SiO following electron-pulse excita-2
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tion and observed a band spectrum initially centered near
2.1 eV that shifted to 2.3 eV within milliseconds after
exposure. Comparable luminescence was found in crys-

Ž .talline SiO c-SiO near 2.8 eV, which had been previ-2 2

ously attributed to excitons self trapped at ruptured Si–O
w x w xbonds 10–12 . Tanimura et al. 9 concluded that the

metastable centers in a-SiO were STEs just as in c-SiO ;2 2

their structure was thought to involve oxygen-ion displace-
ment of about 0.03 nm away from the normal lattice site
into an interstitial position, accompanied by rupture of a
single Si–O bond. Several researchers have suggested that
electronic deexcitation of this defect is characterized by
luminescence near 2.7 eV, and is thought to be intrinsic to

w xSiO 13–15 . Formation of the STE requires an activation2

energy because the configurational coordinate must either
w xovercome or penetrate a potential barrier 12–16 .

From luminescence lifetime measurements and ab initio
w xmolecular orbital calculations, Tohmon et al. 17 proposed

an alternative model to describe the 2.7 eV luminescence
in a-SiO . They suggest the band is associated with triplet-2

to-ground state transitions of neutral oxygen vacancy de-
Ž . wfects [Si–Si[ . For an excellent review of the defects

w xfound in SiO see D.L. Griscom 18 and references2
xtherein . To date, this model has not gained widespread

acceptance.
Ž .Direct evidence for self-trapped holes STHs in c-SiO2

w xdoes not currently exist; however, Hayes and Jenkin 19
have identified a defect in germanium-doped a quartz that
consists of a hole trapped on an oxygen ion bridging lattice
silicon with substitutional Ge which, in the absence of Ge,
would indeed comprise a STH. The situation in a-SiO is2

more complex than in c-SiO because of an intrinsic2

variation in bond strength. The pairwise equivalence of
oxygens in c-SiO is not found in the amorphous material2

because of the inherent randomness of the glassy state.
Ž . w xUtilizing electron spin resonance ESR , Griscom 20,21

has elucidated the structure of two distinct STH centers in
a-SiO , X-irradiated at 77 K: STH consists of a hole2 1

trapped in the 2 p orbital of a normal bridging oxygen and
is viewed as a small polaron. STH probably comprises a2

hole rapidly tunneling between degenerate valence-band-
edge states on a pair of adjacent oxygens.

In the present paper we present measurements of the
temperature dependence and relaxation of RL from a-SiO2

and describe a phenomenological model that adequately
explains the observations. The main RL occurs near 550

Ž .nm and is attributed to radiative electron-hole STE
recombination. Thermally-activated exciton quenching, i.e.,
enhanced nonradiative electron-hole recombination, is be-
lieved to be responsible for the observed decrease in RL
intensity of the main band at elevated temperatures. An
excellent fit to the experimental data is obtained by assum-
ing a polynomial spread in barrier energy to STE quench-
ing. Relaxation of RL with time is associated with the
enhancement of nonradiative recombination.

2. Experimental

Four types of a-SiO specimens were obtained from2
w xFiberguide Industries, 22 and were used in the as-re-

ceived condition. Optical fibers comprised of either low
Ž . ŽOH ;1 ppm by weight or high OH 600–800 ppm by
.weight doped silica cores with F-doped silica cladding

and Al jackets were cut into 2.5-cm sections and placed
side by side on an Al sample holder for RL measurements.
Optical absorption measurements were made with a Cary
5E spectrophotometer using the standard cutback method
w x23 with fiber lengths of 50 and 1 m. Typical diameters of
the corercladdingrjacket fibers were 200r220r280 mm.
The fibers are commercially referred to as anhydroguidee

Ž . Ž .low OH and superguidee high OH , and we adhere to
this designation throughout our work. Preform material
Ž .Heraeus Suprasil F300 , from which anhydroguidee fibers
are usually drawn, was also obtained from Fiberguide
Industries. Using a core drill we obtained representative
specimens of the silica core only, i.e., without the F-doped
cladding. The pillbox-shaped core has 10-mm diameter
and 1-mm thickness. An irregular shaped sample of coreq
cladding was also obtained with dimensions ca. 20-mm
diameter and 1-mm thickness.

Typical RL measurements were made by mounting
specimens on the Al cold finger of a continuous-flow
cryostat and cooling to near 4 K. X-radiation entered the
evacuated cryostat through a beryllium window and im-
pinged upon the sample to produce luminescence, which
was collected by a bifurcated optical fiber. The X-radiation
impinging upon the sample was at an angle of 908 with
respect to the collection fiber. Light was transmitted to

Ž .both a cooled photomultiplier tube S-20Q response and
to the entrance slit of a 1r4-m monochromator, whose

Ž .output was detected by a charge-coupled device CCD
Ž .comprising an optical multichannel analyzer OMA . X-ray

excitation at each temperature was limited to 25 s with an
exposure rate at the sample position of ;1300 Rrs,
giving an integrated exposure of ca. 3.25=104 R per data
point. RL spectra for each temperature of interest were
obtained in the spectral region 300–800 nm with OMA
integration performed over the final 15 s to avoid a small
initial transient. Emission spectra were corrected for the
nonlinear response of the spectrophotometer, plotted in
energy units, and fitted with Gaussian profiles. Relative
intensities of emission peaks were extracted from the fitted
data and plotted as a function of temperature. Variations in
sample configuration, size, and quality of optical coupling
precluded measurement of absolute intensities.

3. Temperature dependence

A representative RL spectrum of a-SiO core material2

taken at 9 K is shown in Fig. 1. The bold solid line is the
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Fig. 1. Radioluminescence emission spectrum of a-SiO core2

material taken at T s9 K. The bold solid line is the corrected
experimental data. Dashed lines are deconvolved Gaussian line
shapes, and the smooth solid line is a composite of the two
Gaussian bands. Individual peaks are fitted with a linear back-
ground term.

corrected data and the dashed lines are the deconvolved
individual Gaussian components with peaks at 571 and
637 nm. The composite curve formed by the two Gaussian
lineshapes is shown as the smooth solid line, which is in

Žexcellent agreement with the experimental data. Note that
the individually fitted peaks are obtained by including a
linear background term in the fitting routine; thus the
arithmetic sum of individual peak intensities does not

.equal the composite intensity . This spectrum is typical of
the four a-SiO specimens investigated in the present work2

—main emission in the 550-nm region with secondary
emission near 650 nm. Origin of the latter emission re-
mains controversial, although many researchers argue that
it is associated with nonbridging oxygen hole centers
Ž . w xNBOHC; [Si–OP 18 . A second model, however, sug-
gests that the emission is due to interstitial oxygen atoms

w xproduced by photolysis of interstitial ozone molecules 24 .
Utilizing site-selective laser spectroscopy, it has recently

Žbeen argued that 650-nm emission 1.9 eV luminescence
.band cannot be due to ozonide molecular ions, and must

w xbe attributed to NBOHCs 25 . In contrast, there is a
general consensus that a-SiO emission in the 500-nm2

w xregion can be ascribed to STEs 26 . Assuming STEs are
Ž .responsible for the main ;550 nm RL emission in

a-SiO , we focus our attention on the temperature depen-2

dence of RL emission intensity and ignore the relatively
small temperature-dependent variations in peak position
and width. Our objective is to combine experimental RL
data with model calculations to gain a better understanding
of this dominant emission mechanism in a-SiO .2

Fig. 2 shows the temperature dependence of the 571-nm
RL peak intensity taken at 10 degree intervals. The inten-
sity decreases with increasing temperature at a nonexpo-
nential rate. For competition between radiative and nonra-

diative transitions within a luminescence center, the classi-
cal theory predicts that the temperature dependent intensity

w xcan be described by the expression 27

1
L T s . 1Ž . Ž .ybr T1qae

w xMattern et al. 26 indeed fitted a 3-eV RL band found in
synthetic quartz to this expression and obtained reasonable
agreement between data and theory. However, our at-
tempts to use this classical expression to fit the present
data were unsuccessful and, consequently, we developed a
phenomenological equation that more adequately fitted our
experimental results.

We begin the development of this equation by assum-
ing that the decrease in RL intensity with temperature
arises from quenching of the radiation from STEs by

Ž .nonradiative recombination NRR of electrons and holes,
and proceed to develop an appropriate description of the
process represented diagramatically in Fig. 3. The rate of
change of STE concentration is

dn
sa Iyb nyg n , 2Ž .

d t

where the first term on the right a I represents the genera-
tion of STEs at radiation intensity I. The second and third
terms represent radiative and nonradiative recombination
of STEs, respectively. We allow for the possibility that the
NRR rate is altered by irradiation of the sample through
the simple form

dg
w xsk Iyl gyg T , 3Ž . Ž .

d t

Ž .where g T is the initial value of the NRR rate and k is
Ž .the nonradiative enhancement NRE parameter. At con-

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the 571-nm band shown in
Fig. 1. Solid circles are experimental data points and the solid line

Ž .is a fit to Eq. 14 of the text. Fitted parameters are given in the
text.
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Fig. 3. Model of radiative and nonradiative recombination of
Ž .self-trapped excitons STEs . The incident radiation leads to the

creation of STEs that decay either through radiative or nonradia-
tive channels. In addition, the incident radiation enhances the
branching ratio into the nonradiative channel.

stant radiation intensity, the NRR rate increases from Eq.
Ž .3 as

k I
yl tg T ,t sg T q 1ye . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .

l

Ž .We assume that the exciton relaxation rate from Eq. 2 ,
bqg , is much greater than the NRE relaxation rate l.
This assumption allows us to take for the instantaneous
STE concentration the steady-state value corresponding to
the current NRR rate:

a I
n T ,t s . 5Ž . Ž .

bqg T ,tŽ .
The luminescence arising from radiative recombination

Ž . Ž . Ž .of STEs is then given with m T ,t ' 1rb g T ,t by

ab I a I
L T ,t sb ns s . 6Ž . Ž .

bqg T ,t 1qm T ,tŽ . Ž .
Now we examine various models of temperature-in-

duced decay, which we attribute to STE quenching. The
simplest model is a single well-defined barrier to NRR
with

m T smey´ r k BT, 7Ž . Ž .
where m is the prefactor and ´ represents the difference in

barrier penetration for nonradiative and radiative recom-
Ž .bination. Substituting into Eq. 6 gives for the initial RL:

a I
L T ,0 s . 8Ž . Ž .y´ r k TB1qme

Assuming that a is only very weakly temperature
dependent, we write approximately for the initial lumines-
cence

L 0Ž .
L T f . 9Ž . Ž .y´ r k TB1qme

This expression is equivalent to the classical expression,
Ž .Eq. 1 , previously discussed, but does not yield a good fit

to our data.
By assuming an energy spread in the relative barrier

penetration we may obtain arbitrary temperature depen-
Ž .dence of the luminescence. In this case Eq. 7 can be

generalized to

`
y´ r k TBm T s d´m ´ e , 10Ž . Ž . Ž .H

0

Ž . Ž . w xwith m T the Laplace transform of m ´ 28 . We take
Ž .m ´ to be a polynomial in ´ :

1 1
2 nm ´ sm qm ´q m ´ q . . . q m ´ q . . .Ž . 0 1 2 n2 n!

11Ž .
Ž .Substituting into Eq. 10 yields

2
m T sk T m qm k T qm k T q . . .Ž . Ž . Ž .B 0 1 B 2 B

n
qm k T q . . . , 12Ž .Ž .n B

Ž .leading with Eq. 6 to the temperature-dependent RL:

Ž .L 0
Ž .L T s . 13Ž .2 3Ž . Ž . Ž .1q m k T qm k T qm k T q . . .w x0 B 1 B 2 B

Terminating the expansion in T at the cubic term, and
simplifying, we successfully fitted all of the RL data to an
expression of the form

L 0Ž .
L T s . 14Ž . Ž .2 31qATqBT qCT

As shown by the solid line in Fig. 2, the RL data for core
Ž .a-SiO is well fitted by Eq. 14 with the parameters given2

in Table 1. The fitting routine is based on the standard

Table 1
RL fitted parameters

3 y2 y1 y4 y2 y6 y3 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Figure L 0 , 10 A 10 T B 10 T C 10 T ´ rk K Rmin B

Ž .2 Core 2.18 2.08 y3.51 4.92 71.4 0.999
Ž .5 CorerClad 2.28 1.11 y2.27 3.97 57.2 0.993
Ž .7 Low OH 0.361 1.95 y3.37 4.62 73.0 0.990
Ž .9 High OH 0.565 0.213 y0.583 0.642 90.8 0.886
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Fig. 4. Radioluminescence emission spectrum of a-SiO coreq2

cladding material taken at T s8 K. The bold solid line is the
corrected experimental data. Dashed lines are deconvolved Gauss-
ian line shapes, and the smooth solid line is a composite of the
two Gaussian bands.

linear least-squares method with regression coefficient R2

w x29 .
The RL spectrum of the coreqcladding specimen taken

at Ts8 K is shown in Fig. 4, and is similar to that
obtained from the core alone. The fitted maxima, shown
by the dashed lines, occur at 556 and 677 nm with a ratio

Ž . Ž .of main 556 nm to secondary 677 nm intensity of ca. 3.
This can be compared to a ratio of ca. 7 for the core
sample. The smooth solid line represents the sum of the
individual peaks. Fig. 5 depicts the temperature depen-

Ždence of the main RL peak along with a fit shown as the
. Ž .solid line to Eq. 14 . The fitted parameters are given in

Table 1. Recall that the core and coreqcladding samples
were taken directly from the preform and are approxi-
mately pillbox shaped. We now consider RL results from

Ž .the two drawn fiber specimens, anhydroguidee AG and
Ž .superguidee SG . Fig. 6 shows the RL of AG taken at

Ž .Ts7 K with Gaussian peaks dashed lines at 521 and 671

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the 556-nm band shown in
Fig. 4. Solid circles are experimental data points and the solid line

Ž .is a fit to Eq. 14 of the text. Fitted parameters are given in the
text.

Fig. 6. Radioluminescence emission spectrum of a-SiO anhydro-2
Ž .guidee low OH fiber taken at T s7 K. The bold solid line is

the corrected experimental data. Dashed lines are deconvolved
Gaussian line shapes, and the smooth solid line is a composite of
the two Gaussian bands.

nm. The approximate ratio of the peak intensities is 3.5,
similar to that measured in the coreqcladding sample.
The temperature dependence of the RL main peak is

Ž .illustrated in Fig. 7 and is fitted by Eq. 14 with the
parameters given in Table 1.

Radioluminescence results from SG taken at Ts8 K
are shown in Fig. 8. A main peak exists at 596 nm with
only a hint of a secondary peak at 660 nm. In fact, this
latter peak is sufficiently weak to preclude any meaningful
Gaussian fit; the solid line is a Gaussian fit to the main
peak only. The RL temperature dependence is illustrated in
Fig. 9. A best fit to the experimental data is obtained and
shown as the solid line with the parameters given in Table
1.

Note that B and thus m is negative for all four1

samples whereas A and C are positive. This condition
presumably arises from an initial increase with energy in

Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of the 521-nm band shown in
Fig. 6. Solid circles are experimental data points and the solid line

Ž .is a fit to Eq. 14 of the text. Fitted parameters are given in the
text.
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Fig. 8. Radioluminescence emission spectrum of a-SiO super-2
Ž .guidee high OH fiber taken at T s8 K. The 660-nm peak was

not fitted because of its relatively low intensity. The bold solid
line is the corrected experimental data and the smooth solid line is
a fitted Gaussian line shape.

the probability of radiative recombination and leads to the
weak shoulder observed in the RL intensity.

To demonstrate the quality of the optical fibers, we
show in Fig. 10 the optical attenuation of a pristine AG
fiber. Over a large portion of the visible and near infrared
spectral region the attenuation is less than 40 dBrkm. This
low attenuation necessitated use of the cutback method
w x23 for determination of the attenuation values. The dis-
cernible peaks near 1400 and 1900 nm are attributable to
overtone and combination bands of the residual OH impu-

w xrity 30 . Of course the SG fiber, with its higher OH
Ž .content 600–800 ppm compared to ;1 ppm for AG

exhibited much stronger attenuation at these peak posi-
tions. A comparison of optical attenuation in pristine and
neutron-irradiated AG and SG fibers has been given by

w xCooke et al. 31 . The inset of Fig. 10 shows a separate
measurement, taken with reduced scan rate and enhanced
spectrophotometer sensitivity, of the attenuation of AG

Fig. 9. Temperature dependence of the 596-nm band shown in
Fig. 8. Solid circles are experimental data points and the solid line

Ž .is a fit to Eq. 14 of the text. Fitted parameters are given in the
text.

Fig. 10. Optical attenuation of a-SiO anhydroguidee fiber ob-2

tained by the cutback method. The inset shows a separate attenua-
tion measurement obtained with reduced spectral scan rate and
enhanced sensitivity over the spectral region 400 to 800 nm.

fiber with discernible peaks at 460, 620, 660 and 720 nm.
These extremely weak absorption bands are either intrinsic

w xor possibly induced by the fiber drawing process 32 .
Given the magnitude of pristine absorption, it is reasonable
to conclude that the RL emission is associated with radia-
tion-induced rather than existing defects, supporting the

w xmodel of a STE at a ruptured Si–O bond 9,33 .
Finally, we mention that the temperature dependence of

the secondary RL emission near 650 nm in each of the
specimens behaves quite differently from the main emis-
sion. For example, with increasing temperature the sec-
ondary emission intensity actually increases and reaches a
maximum near 100 K. Further temperature increase causes
the intensity to gradually decrease, becoming undetectable
above ;170 K. We have not attempted to model these
results, but note that the thermal behavior is consistent
with the known radiolytic reaction:

[Si–OH™[Si–OPqPH8, 15Ž .
where both species on the right have been observed by

w xESR below ca. 130 K 18 . Thus it is not inconsistent to
assign the secondary RL peak in our specimens to NBO-
HCs.

4. Time dependence

There are two ways to measure the time dependence of
Ž .RL in the fibers: 1 Record emission spectra data, fit the

main peak with a Gaussian line shape, and plot the fitted
Ž .maximum intensity as a function of time. 2 Use a

Ž .photomultiplier tube PMT to record the total light emit-
ted as a function of time, irrespective of wavelength.

Errors associated with the first method are due primar-
ily to the accuracy of the Gaussian fitting routine, while
the latter method does not differentiate between the type of
luminescence emanating from the two peaks. For example,
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we have previously argued that the main emission is
attributable to luminescence arising from radiative recom-
bination of STEs, whereas the secondary peak is thought to

w xbe associated with nonbridging oxygen hole centers 18 .
The temperature dependence of RL from these two peaks
is quite different; whereas the main emission decays
smoothly with increasing temperature, the secondary emis-

Žsion exhibits an initial increase in intensity up to about
.100 K followed by a gradual decrease. Overall, the sec-

ondary peak intensity variation with temperature is rela-
tively small compared to that of the main peak. Accord-
ingly, we assume that some variations also will exist in the
time dependence of RL from these peaks. Of course if the
RL is dominated by the main emission then it is appropri-
ate to use the PMT to record the total light emitted and,
further, to associate the measured temporal behavior with
luminescence from a single type of center. Moreover,
application of this latter method avoids any uncertainty of
the fitting routine associated with the shift in wavelength
maximum as a function of temperature. Because SG fiber
RL is dominated by the main peak over the entire tempera-
ture range investigated, we chose to measure its temporal
dependence by the latter method.

Fig. 11 shows the temporal dependence of RL from SG
fiber taken at five fixed temperatures. Plot symbols repre-
sent the experimental data and the solid lines are fits to an
equation obtained by assuming the RL is attributable to
radiative emission from STEs. The rate of decay of STEs

Ž .is given by Eq. 2 . Allowing for the possibility that the
nonradiative recombination rate is increased by irradiation

Ž .leads to Eq. 3 . At constant radiation intensity the nonra-
Ž .diative recombination rate increases from Eq. 3 as given

Ž .by Eq. 4 .
Ž .Assuming that the STE relaxation rate from Eq. 2 is

much greater than the nonradiative recombination rate
Ž .from Eq. 3 , we take for the instantaneous STE concentra-

tion the steady-state value corresponding to the current
Ž .nonradiative recombination rate as given by Eq. 4 . The

Fig. 11. Temporal dependence of RL from SG fiber at five fixed
temperatures. Plot symbols represent the experimental data and

Ž .the solid lines are fits to Eq. 18 of the text.

Table 2
Relaxation parameters

y4 y1 y6 2Ž . Ž .T K L 0 A l, 10 s krab , 10 R

8 568 1.25 4.65 1.02 0.999
40 344 0.75 5.26 1.15 0.998
60 284 0.60 4.90 1.04 0.996
80 159 0.219 3.24 0.45 0.989

125 110 -0.1 -0.2

luminescence arising from radiative recombination of STEs
Ž .is then given by Eq. 5 .

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Taking m T ,t s 1rb g T ,t from Eq. 4 yields the
time dependence of the luminescence:

a I
L T ,t s . 16Ž . Ž .yl t1qm T q k Irbl 1yeŽ . Ž .Ž .

Ž .Alternatively, Eq. 16 may be written in terms of the
initial and asymptotic values of the luminescence:

L T ,0Ž .
L T ,t s . 17Ž . Ž .yl tw x1q L T ,0 rL T ,` y1 1yeŽ . Ž . Ž .
Thus, we can quantify the temporal dependence of RL in
silica fibers by determining the STE nonradiative recom-

Ž .bination rate g T ,t at any fixed temperature. Accordingly,
we fitted our RL data to a function of the form

L 0Ž .
L t s . 18Ž . Ž .yl t1qA 1yeŽ .

Ž .The solid lines in Fig. 11 represent a fit of Eq. 18 to
the RL as a function of time for fixed temperatures of 8,
40, 60, and 80 K. For Ts125 K and above, there is no

Ž .measurable time decay of RL. Combining Eqs. 16 and
Ž .18 gives for the standardized rate of power-induced NRE
Ž Ž . Ž ..cf. Eqs. 2 and 3

k l A
s . 19Ž .

ab L 0Ž .
A standard linear least-squares fitting routine was used to

Ž . w xobtain A and l in Eq. 18 29 . The fitted parameters and
regression coefficients for each temperature are given in
Table 2. The relative NRE rate krab is seen to drop
rapidly above 60 K.

5. Discussion

Radioluminescence data on silica fibers and preforms
of the type expected to be used in diagnostic applications
show that all are characterized by a main band near 550
nm and a secondary band near 650 nm. These results are

w xsimilar to those previously reported by Marrone 34 and
w xMiller et al. 35 . The exact spectral peak maxima ex-
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tracted from our data vary from sample to sample but the
temperature dependence of their RL intensities behave in a
similar fashion. In fact, the temperature dependence of the
main band RL intensity for each specimen is well de-
scribed by a model that assumes the emission is reduced
by quenching of the radiative STE recombination. We

Ž .suggest that the main RL emission near 550 nm 2.25 eV
is associated with STEs, consistent with the observations

w x w xand conclusions of Tanimura et al. 9 and Itoh et al. 33 .
Further, we conclude that the secondary RL emission band

Ž .occurring near 650 nm 1.9 eV is attributable to NBO-
w xHCs. Kalceff and Phillips 36 have recently observed

cathodoluminescence emission from synthetic SiO with a2

maximum near 1.9 eV and concluded that it was consistent
with optical absorption of NBOHCs at 1.98 eV, given the

w xpredicted Stokes shift of about 0.05 eV 37 .
Our results suggest that aside from slight variations in

the peak positions of the main and secondary RL spectra,
there is essentially no difference in the emission observed
from low or high OH content fibers, or from preform
material. This implies that RL is associated with major
radiation-induced defects in a-SiO rather than subtle ones2

that are sensitive to fabrication methods or OH content. In
other words, it is reasonable to associate RL with com-
monly occurring defects such as NBOHCs, EX-type centers,
and STHs that have been positively identified by ESR
methods. The pertinent issue now is the nature of the
putative STE in a-SiO . That is, what is the trapping site2

for electrons and holes that comprise the STE?
w xAs previously discussed by Griscom 20 , there are two

variants of the generic oxygen hole center, STH and1

STH . The former consists of a hole trapped on a normal2
Ž .bridging oxygen [Si–OP –Si[ , and the latter presum-

ably comprises a hole delocalized over two bridging oxy-
gens. The salient feature is that both STHs begin to
thermally anneal above ;130 K and completely disappear
by ;200 K. These results are consistent with our RL data
shown in Figs. 2, 5, 7 and 9, where the RL intensity also
becomes undetectable in this approximate temperature
range. Now, for charge neutrality there must exist corre-
sponding trapped electrons to compensate for the trapped
holes. A diamagnetic electron trap in a-SiO is believed to2

w xresult from the following 38 :

[Si–OHqey™[Si–OyqH 0. 20Ž .
Because it is diamagnetic and cannot be detected by ESR,
details of this defect are sketchy. Moreover, the reaction

Ž .given by Eq. 15 apparently competes with a similar
well-known radiolytic reaction that produces NBOHCs and
atomic hydrogen, the latter thermally decaying above
;130 K:

[Si–OH™[Si–OPqPH 0. 21Ž .
The branching ratio between these two reactions will likely
depend on dose as well as availability of trapping sites for
holes. Nevertheless, we see that previously identified de-

fects exist, which, in principle, could form STEs, and that
the thermal evolution of these species is consistent with
the temperature decay of our RL emission. Consequently,
we model the temperature dependent RL in a-SiO as2

quenching of the STE radiative emission. Assuming a
polynomial spread of STE barrier energy, we obtain an
excellent fit of the experimental data to the model expres-
sion for each of the a-SiO samples, as shown by the solid2

lines in Figs. 2, 5, 7 and 9.

6. Conclusions

We have measured the RL spectra of a-SiO preform2

and fiber specimens in the temperature interval 6 to 300 K
and wavelength regime 300 to 800 nm. The emission

Ž .consists of main ;550 nm maximum and secondary
Ž .;650 nm maximum bands that are associated with STEs
and NBOHCs, respectively. The temperature dependence
of the main emission decays with increasing temperature
and is undetectable above 130 to 170 K, the exact value
being sample dependent. Thermal evolution of the RL is
consistent with the decay of previously identified STHs,
NBOHCs, and EX-type centers, suggesting that the putative
STE is likely related to the thermal decay of these species.
Thermally-activated STE quenching, i.e., enhanced non-
radiatiÕe recombination, is responsible for the observed
decrease in RL intensity of the main band at elevated
temperatures. By assuming a polynomial spread in barrier
energy to STE quenching, we have developed an expres-
sion to describe the RL intensity which, when compared
with the experimental data, exhibits excellent agreement.
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